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Protein stability diagrams in the pressure-temperature
plane are frequently “re-entrant.” The native state of small
globular proteins can be destabilized either by increasing or
by decreasing the pressure or the temperature. This fact does
not strictly imply elliptical phase boundaries, instead highly
distorted elliptical shapes are more the rule than the
exception.1 Recently Lesch et al.2 proposed that the “ellipse
condition reflects the degree of correlation � of the fluctua-
tions of the volume and enthalpy changes at the phase
boundary.” This concept was pursued and further amplified
in two recent publications.3,4 It is based on three assump-
tions: �1� a two-state transition N↔D of protein unfolding;
�2� an expansion of the respective free energy difference
about the reference point �T0 , P0�, which is truncated at the
second order; and �3� fluctuations in the extensive transition
quantities, such as the transition volume ��V and enthalpy
��H, are not correlated with the fluctuations of extensive
parameters of the pure phases, VN or VD, thus ���V ·�VD�
=0 �see Eq. �10�� and below. Their treatment unfortunately
suffers from several inconsistencies: their ellipse condition,
defined by Eq. �2�, c2 /ab�1, is different from the correct
condition c2−ab�0 since these constants refer to differ-
ences, which can be either positive or negative �see Eq. �4��.
The most important discrepancy is related to Eqs. �5� and
�13� of Ref. 2, which are positive definite on the left hand
site due to the squared degree of correlation �2 but can as-
sume both signs on the right hand side due the difference
values, �� and �cp,

�2 = T0����2/��� · �cp� .

The origin of the discrepancy is the incorrect assumption �3�,
which is applied to Eq. �10�. Following Eqs. �9a� and �10� of

Ref. 2, one can write �V=VD−VN, with the corresponding
fluctuations, ��V=�VD−�VN. Multiplying both sides by
��V and taking the average yields

���V2� = ���V · �VD� − ���V · �VN� ,

which shows quite generally that with vanishing cross corre-
lations, as assumed by the authors, ���V2� would vanish
identically. Furthermore, the variance of ��V can be calcu-
lated from

���V2� = ��VD
2� − 2��VD · �VN� + ��VN

2�

= ��VD
2� + ��VN

2� .

The second equality follows from the fact that fluctuations in
state D or N belong to different statistical manifolds in the
two-state model and are thus uncorrelated. Quite generally,
the variance of any linear combination of statistically inde-
pendent variables; here ��V=�VD−�VN is given by the sum
of the variances of the individual variables. In contrast, in
Eq. �12� of Ref. 2 the variance of ��V corresponds to the
difference in the variances of �VD and �VN. The resulting
conclusions concerning the relation between elliptical phase
diagrams of proteins and glasslike properties are thus ques-
tionable.
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